
HAWL EXTEND

HAWL EXTEND is the second part of the HAWL Expert Membership area, consisting of around 50 audio lectures and talks, helping HAWL Farmers to further
their homeopathic education, knowledge and understanding.

Our HAWL teachers and speakers are all world leaders in their field - homoeopathic vets, pharmacists and professional homoeopaths who have lived or
worked on farms for many years and give us a wealth of experience.

While some topics are repeated, each lecturer adds depth to the subject, to help you really understand it from a wealth of different perspectives.

Some tracks begin with the speaker talking to the audience, and may appear to start mid-track, where a recording has been split into useful subjects. While
the quality of the recordings varies, the content is exclusive, first class and often groundbreaking, which is why we want to make these invaluable lectures
available for our HAWL farmers past and present.

Happy Listening!

Track Title Background

1 Track 1 The value of Farm Homeopathy - Geoff Johnson Vet Geoff Johnson explains why he finds homoeopathy so valuable for the
good health of farm animals

2 Track 2.1 Homeopaths do it better - How we look at disease Chris Aukland discusses why using a homoeopathic approach on a farm
gives a better understanding of health and how to achieve it. In 2010 Chris
was working on how best to support HAWL farmers and whether their
feedback would show that a homoeopathic approach created a healthier
farm. ‘Homoeopaths do it  better’ concludes that the conventional and
homoeopathic concepts have common ground, but that the homoeopathic
thought process is wider and offers the farmer an advantage.

3 Track 2.2 Homeopaths do it better - What is a farm - Chris Aukland

4 Track 2.3 Homeopaths do it better - What is a healthy farm

5 Track 2.4 Homeopaths do it better - What is a homeopathic approach

6 Track 3 Understanding what needs to be cured - Annie Batchelor Good remedy selection relies on good case taking, which relies on finding
the totality. When observing and examining an animal it is vital to use all our
senses - look, listen, touch, smell - to identify what animal is showing you.

7 Track 4.1 Finding the right remedy Part 1 - Sue Warner Sue Warner discusses case taking, and revises repertorisation to help find
the right remedy.8 Track 4.2 Finding the right remedy Part 2 Hitting the bullseye



9 Track 5 An introduction to keynotes - Annie Batchelor This talk introduces the concept of keynotes - themes which run through
remedies. Recognising these can help speed up remedy selection.

10 Track 6.1 Remedies - Conium - Jenny Grist Homeopath and dairy farmer Jenny Grist describes two remedies,
explaining how will recognise the need for them11 Track 6.2 Remedies - Hepar Sulph - Jenny Grist

12 Track 7 Remedies - Lycopodium and Nux Vomica Geoff Johnson differentiates two possible remedies for digestion problems

13 Track 8 Remedies - Lac defloratum - Geoff Johnson The lac-d proving, remedy picture and its use on the farm.

14 Track 9 Remedies - Thuja - Bali Martindale Bali Martindale discusses the use of the remedy thuja on the farm

15 Track 10.1 Remedies - Staphysagria - Geoff Johnson

These snippets of useful remedies are taken from longer talks on HAWL
extension days. They offer simple pictures of when and why each remedy
might be used during an animal's year or to help the animal back on track,
when they are off par.

16 Track 10.2 Remedies - China Officinalis - Geoff Johnson

17 Track 10.3 Remedies - Urtica - Geoff Johnson

18 Track 10.4 Remedies - Kali Carb - Geoff Johnson

19 Track 10.5 Remedies - Colchicum and Mag Phos - Geoff Johnson

20 Track 10.6 Remedies - The Weather and thinking ahead

21 Track 11.1 Remedies - Weather Remedies - Stress
Homoeopathic vet Geoff Johnson introduces remedies affected by the
weather, when they can be used on the farm, related rubrics, and various
repertories.

22 Track 11.2 Remedies - Weather Remedies - Adaption to change

23 Track 11.3 Remedies - Weather Remedies - Weather remedies

24 Track 12 - Remedies - More weather remedies - Geoff Johnson Looking at the weather as a stress, as the cow’s energy is diverted from
production to fighting disease.

25 Track 13.1 The Animal Year Part 1 - Geoff Johnson Geoff Johnson talks about his work with farmers and suggests remedies
which may be integrated into health planning for different stages of the
animal’s development or farming year.26 Track 13.2 The Animal Year Part 2 - Geoff Johnson

27 Track 14 Health planning - Geoff Johnson How to plan ahead for potential stresses and avoid unnecessary problems



28 Track 15 Fitting remedies into farm management strategy Annie Batchelor revises the skill of case taking, finding a totality of
symptoms to ensure a balanced case, and an accurate remedy selection,
to help animals return from the dis-ease and stress, back to health.

29 Track 16.1 Routine stresses -  Stress - Geoff Johnson Thinking ahead to remove maintaining causes can prevent problems. But
many stresses are unavoidable. Here Geoff explores some of the
remedies which can be used to reduce the effects of routine stresses.
Topics include birth, nutrition, and pre and post partum.

30 Track 16.2 Routine stresses - The adaption to change

31 Track 16.3 Routine Stresses - The animal year - Geoff Johnson

32 Track 17 Nosodes - Trevor Adams A masterclass given by vet Trevor Adams discussing nosodes and the
questions which arise within farming. What are you buying? What is in
them? Do they work?

33 Track 18 Potency - Jenny Grist Jenny and other homoeopaths discuss their thoughts on how to select
the most appropriate potency.

34 Track 19 Potency - Questions around dosing and potency Trevor Adams answers students' questions on how much to give, and
how often; encouraging decisions based on the vitality of the animal and
the nature of the problem.

35 Track 20.1 Fertility and Birth - Female fertility - Jenny Grist Geoff Johnson and Jenny Grist discuss fertility and uterine problems. The
students' comments are not easy to hear, but the information offered by
Geoff and Jenny is invaluable.36 Track 20.2 Fertility and Birth - Questions on infertility and abortion

37 Track 21.1 Fertility and Birth - Birth damage - Trevor Adams
Trevor Adams talks with farmers about his own experiences of using
remedies to assist in birth and help with some of the problems which may
occur.

38 Track 21.2 Fertility and Birth - Birth respiration - Trevor Adams

39 Track 21.3 Fertility and Birth - Birth collapse - Trevor Adams

40 Track 22 A case of mastitis - Geoff Johnson Geoff Johnson shows the vital importance of detailed observation in finding
the right remedy in difficult cases

41 Track 23 Scours / diarrhoea - Jenny Grist Calf scour remedies including nux, chin, ars, ant-c and calc-p

42 Track 24.1 Four Cases - Case of Blossom - Bali Martindale Try to stop the recordings before the remedy is given, to reportorise each
case for yourself. Each case goes on to give the chosen remedy, and
description of that remedy. This is a masterclass by Bali Martindale,43 Track 24.2 Four Cases - Case of Marion - Bali Martindale



homoeopath, herdswoman and mastercraftswoman - one of very few
homoeopaths perhaps in the world who are also farmers. Bali has
successfully used homoeopathy on many large dairy farms.

44 Track 24.3 Four Cases - Case of Mary - Bali Martindale

45 Track 24.4 Four Cases - Case of Sheila - Bali Martindale

46 Track 25 Case taking - Geoff Johnson Vet Geoff Johnson discusses cases to teach the skills of good case taking

47 Track 26 Using homeopathy on a small sheep farm - Annie Batchelor Annie presents several cases from her work on a local sheep farm where
the owners, already committed to holistic practice, asked her to help
improve their use of homoeopathy for specific problems.


